On The Court
Summer Waiver and Release
w

On The Court, LLC
Phone: (908) 334-5075
wendy@on-the-court.net

OTC programs are designed to give each student a real basketball experience. Students in grades 1 to 8 will participate.
We want your child to have an enjoyable and safe experience.
Please review this document carefully. In order for campers to participate, a signed release MUST be received by OTC
before the start of camp. Email a picture or scan to campwaiver@on-the-court.net
ADVISORY: Even in a perfect world, basketball requires vigorous physical activity and may pose a risk of injury. You
are responsible to ensure that your child uses appropriate protective gear, basketball clothing and sneakers.
WAIVER AND RELEASE: You agree that your child is physically capable of safely participating in this program. I
acknowledge the contagious nature of the Coronavirus/COVID-19 and that the CDC and many other public health
authorities still recommend practicing social distancing and not sharing equipment.
LIABILITY WAIVER: I hereby release, discharge and indemnify OTC Staff, affiliated entities and their officers, agents and
employees from and against any and all liability or causes of actions arising out of, or in connection with my child’s
participation in any program by OTC.
I further acknowledge that On The Court, LLC. has put in place preventative measures to reduce the spread of the
Coronavirus/COVID-19. I voluntarily seek that my child/children attending our basketball summer camps provided by On
The Court. LLC. and acknowledge that we are not responsible for the spread of COVID -19.
I hereby release and agree to hold On The Court, LLC. harmless from, and waive on behalf of myself, my heirs, and any
personal representatives any and all causes of action, claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses and compensation for
damage or loss to myself and/family members that may be caused by any act, or failure to act of the basketball program,
or that may otherwise arise in any way in connection with any services received from On The Court,LLC.
I understand that this release discharges On The Court, LLC from any liability or claim that I, or any personal
representatives may have against us with respect to any bodily injury, illness, medical treatment, that may arise from, or
in connection to, any services received from On The Court, LLC.

CAMPER(S):

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

EMERGENCY PHONE #: ___________________________

PARENT’S NAME:

PARENT’S SIGNATURE:

_________________________________________

_________________________________________ DATE: _____________

